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Portfolio Committee on Trade and Industry 

23 November 2016 

By email 

 

In response to the invitation for Summit Financial Partners to present and engage with the Committee;  

DEBT RELIEF MEASURES TO DEAL WITH OVER-INDEBTEDNESS 

Dear Committee, 

Summit would like to commend you for this initiative and thank you for the invitation. We have been heavily 
invested over the past 12 years to seeking solutions to the over indebted crisis South African consumers 
experience today. Our problems are different to most countries in that we have a sophisticated banking 
system (collections), weak regulators, first world ambiguous laws, little public shareholder activism and a 
predominantly ignorant financial end user.  This is the perfect breeding ground for much abuse and therefore 
the report card in the financial services industry reads as follows: 

- 40% of credit active consumers have impaired records (10million consumers) 
- 2.5 million Emolument Attachment Orders  
- 7% retiring financially independent 
- 31% of the 85million credit accounts are in arrears 

If we take a closer look at consumer affordability (debt to income ratios) at employer sites it would seem the 
most significant reason why someone is in arrears is as a result of a lack of affordability owing to excessive 
unsecured debt (i.e. over indebtedness). The other reasons for consumers falling into arrears would include: 

- A change in the consumers circumstance resulting in the lack of affordability 
- Bad faith borrower who can afford but is unwilling to pay their debt obligations 

What is certainly a desperate situation is the lack of options available to the consumer to resolve their over 
indebtedness. The National Credit Act provided for statutory debt counselling in Section 86 but unfortunately 
it has failed and the last recorded statistics I have available shows (NCR would not provide confirmation or 
correction of these numbers): 

- Over 700,000 debt review applications 
- A mere 254,953 are formally under debt review 
- It seems less than 100,000 are actually paying each month and 
- Sadly less than 15,000 clearance certificates have been issued 

A clearance certificate is issued once the consumers is regarded as rehabilitated and their over indebted 
situation is resolved resulting in the repayment of their original contractual instalments or their debts are paid 
up. It is really a sad reflection that a mere 15,000 of the countries millions of over indebted consumers have 
been rehabilitated since 2007! It is even more disturbing that neither the Regulator nor the DTI reacted sooner 
to address these poor results. 
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No party has ever requested our studies on why statutory debt counselling is not working, why the consumer 
is not making use of this solution despite their over indebtedness and what is required to make it work in the 9 
years it has been available. We will gladly share this information if requested. 

Requested commentary: 

1. Viable debt relief measures not provided for in the National Credit Act (NCA), 2005 
 

I do believe that being requested to provide viable debt relief measures not provided for by the NCA 
reflects on the incorrect mind set in addressing the problem. What about viable debt relief measures 
provided for by the NCA but not used, enforced or considered? There are many sections in the act that 
protects the consumer from over indebtedness and relieves the consumer accordingly but is poorly 
enforced. It is the weak regulator that should be analysed and not necessarily the Act. The Act has some 
wonderful remedies and protection clauses that could resolve over indebtedness with relative ease. 
Instead study the inability of the NCR to enforce the effective remedies within the Act, the low number of 
cases referred to the NCT and the even lower success of such cases heard at the NCT. This weak regulator 
is the problem and not the Act. 
 
First proposed solution: Consider enforcing reckless lending more effectively 
 
If there is no change in circumstance and a consumer cannot afford their debt instalments (over indebted) 
then one or more of the consumers lenders by definition were guilty of reckless lending. Challenge the 
reckless loan (s) and the consumer would then be able to afford all remaining credit obligations. 
 
Over indebtedness is defined in section 79 of the National Credit Act as: 
- A consumer is over indebted if the preponderance of available information at the time a 

determination is made indicates that the particular consumer is or will be unable to satisfy in a timely 
manner all the obligations under all the credit agreements having regard to that consumers financial 
means, prospects and obligations and probably propensity to satisfy all obligations in a timely manner. 

 
Section 80 of the NCA goes further to determine that a credit provider is guilty of reckless lending if: 
- They failed to conduct an assessment required by Section 81(2) 
- The conducted an assessment, entered into the credit agreement despite the fact that the 

preponderance of information available that: 
o The consumer did not generally understand or appreciated the risks, costs or obligations or 
o Entering into that credit agreement would make the consumer over indebted  

As a result if 7 million of the 10 million consumers with impaired records are over indebted as a result of not 
affording the debt lent to them, then 7 million consumers could easily challenge reckless lending accessing the 
remedies available, holding the credit provider accountable and afford their remaining credit agreements. If 
credit providers are held accountable for reckless lending then less of it will occur and the cost of credit will 
come down.  

The remedies available when challenging reckless lending include: 
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- If reckless as a result of not conducting a proper assessment or entered into an agreement where the 
consumer did not generally understand or appreciate the risks, costs or obligations then a court or 
tribunal may: 

a) Set aside all or part of the consumers obligations under that agreement, or 
b) Suspend the force and effect of that agreement until a certain date 

- If reckless as a result of entering into a credit agreement that resulted in an over indebted consumer 
then the court or tribunal may: 

a) Suspend the force and effect of that credit agreement until a certain date; and 
b) Restructure the consumers obligations under any other credit agreements  

These remedies mean that the consumer will have reckless loans written off in all or parts of their debts owing 
or suspended until a date that it becomes affordable. These are real and effective debt relief solutions. No 
tainted credit reports consumers so fear, no high debt counselling fees, no 3 months waiting before a 
solutions is provided – this is immediate, effective and low cost. 

Further, it overcomes the inherent industry weakness in statutory debt counselling in that all credit providers 
are punished equally whilst the transgressors of reckless lending that caused the over indebtedness get away 
relatively lightly. The result is that the industry is not penalising those that are guilty and the practice will 
continue whilst the ‘good’ credit providers are forced to consider joining the reckless lending party to enjoy 
similar benefits as a lender. 

If the Regulator continues to defend its own poor behaviour by blaming the Act in not challenging and making 
use of these remedies then I urge the Regulator to provide evidence of its attempts in Court or at the Tribunal 
to support this notion. It would seem to me that the Regulator has not at all tested reckless lending in Court or 
at the Tribunal and has either settled prior to a precedent being set or has lost on technicalities regarding 
process and investigations. How is it possible that a new loan agreement provided by Capitec via an ATM or by 
Capfin via the phone does not breach the terms set out above defining reckless lending. These are the two 
biggest players in the industry and the regulator has failed to protect consumers from their unscrupulous 
practices. 

As an example to this end I am still dumb founded by the withdrawal of the Capitec referral to the Tribunal on 
the back of Summit’s complaint without any explanation or involvement requested. Summit has urged the 
NCR to provide a notice of non referral subsequently to allow us the opportunity to approach the Tribunal 
directly but with no response to date. This also means Summit cannot access justice in these cases as any civil 
claim requires a NCT certificate confirming the breach to the NCA. No person may approach the NCT without 
first initiating a complaint allowing the NCR to refer the case to the NCT. If no notice of non referral is received 
Summit cannot pursue the NCT and so we have no access to civil claims and therefore no access to justice. 

What is not provided for in the NCA is the ability to pursue legal remedies without the need for delivery by the 
National Credit Regulator. This is what needs to change in the Act to enable access to justice and 
accountability to credit providers. I must emphasise that Summit’s greatest hindrance to holding credit 
providers accountable to harmful and unlawful behaviour is the need to make use of the National Credit 
Regulator. It is desperately required to reduce their power, role and involvement for greater enforcement of 
the current NCA and not to increase such powers! 
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Give the consumer, interested third parties and industry bodies direct access to the Tribunal and to the courts 
to institute civil action. This allows the consumer access to justice and ensures all parties can ensure the 
enforcement of the National Credit Act. 

Summit’s aim is to increase capacity to manage 10,000 reckless lending cases per month to ensure proper and 
effective debt relief to the millions of South Africans who are over indebted. In order to achieve this we need 
access to courts and the tribunal. We need locus standi and to bypass the complaints process we currently are 
required to pursue at the NCR. We have complaints dating back to 2013 sent to the NCR that have never been 
referred to the NCT nor have we received any notice of non referral despite our reminders and pleas. We have 
lost court cases and judges have referred to the fact that the NCR is seen to have approved such behaviour by 
non referral (an example is our complaint years back on the compulsory nature of the Lewis delivery fee 
charge referred to by Judge Bins-Ward in his judgment – we recently sent an updated complaint with much 
evidence, affidavits and proof of its unlawful nature to assist the NCR to refer the matter but still no referral). 

Further evidence of the NCR’s inability to enforce the NCA and protect consumers include: 

- Their continued hesitation to not announce credit life caps  
- Their recent interest and fee caps set aside by the High Court  
- Announcing that payroll deductions are unlawful but then never referring one case to the NCT 
- Announcing that capitalising initiation fees are unlawful and then not referring one of many credit 

providers to the NCT despite Summit submitting proof of such breach 
- Failing in all of Summit reckless lending complaints (and many others transgressions too) submitted 

over the past few years including Capitec and Capfin’s widespread abuse. 

Our submission is therefore to allow us to enforce the NCA and provide effective and sustainable debt relief 
via the challenging of reckless lending by: 

- Creating an easily determined affordability rule for unsecured personal loans. For instance where an 
unsecured loan results in the consumers total debt instalments to exceed 40% of net income then that 
loan is automatically deemed reckless in terms of section 80 (1)(b) ii. The onus is on the credit 
provider to prove otherwise. 

- Reducing the involvement of the NCR and increase direct access to the Tribunal and civil claims at any 
court. This would require the removal of Section 164 (3) (b) from the NCA and any section referring to 
the need to make use of the NCR. 

- Allow any third party to approach the NCT with credit provider behaviour, processes or similar to 
obtain a declaratory on whether it is reckless or not. If such widespread practice is reckless then allow 
consumers to access Tribunals or any local court to obtain the remedy on the back of the Tribunals 
confirmation that it is reckless behaviour. 

- Ensure credit providers are guilty of a criminal offence when refusing to provide consumers with credit 
agreements (this is happening more and more knowing the consumer cannot take legal action as they 
lack the required resources). The provision of such credit agreements must be in the form determined 
by the consumer and within a prescribed time limit. 
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2. The legal and other challenges that may arise in the implementation of such debt relief measures 
Summit is currently pursuing such remedies in the courts across the country. The current stumbling 
blocks include: 

a) Credit providers refusing to provide consumers or Summit (with valid mandates) credit 
agreements, statements and affordability assessments to challenge accordingly 

b) The lack of direct access to the Tribunal and the refusal of the NCR to provide the papers to 
Summit in order to participate on referred matters nor provide notices of non referral on non 
referred matters 

c) The need to obtain thousands of affidavits and mandates when challenging matters on scale 
such as the lawfulness (recklessness) of Capitec’s multi loan product. 

d) Credit providers threatening or influencing consumers against reckless lending allegations 
e) The minimum expense norms stipulated in the National Credit Regulations section 10. These 

are use by credit providers to defend their use of living expenses considered that in no way 
reflect reality or what is actually spent on by the consumer. 

 

3. The criteria that should inform a debt relief measure 
The challenging of reckless lending on scale in an accessible and predetermined manner will be: 

- available for all debtors,  
- retrospectively for current laws and prospectively for any amendments 
- for unsecured loans 

If no credit provider is reckless then by definition no consumer will be over indebted. The exception is 
where there is a change in circumstance for the consumer. It is at this stage that they can access debt 
counselling to ensure their affording of their credit instalments. 

 
4. Possible impact should the measures be implemented, including in respect of consumers, credit 

providers, the cost of credit and the economy as a whole 
The impact will be that credit providers now need to only originate credit to those consumers that can 
afford it. The subsidisation of good borrowers for bad borrowers is what is making credit so expensive. 
If we reduce the amount of bad debt, eliminate the reckless lending that increases the risks of default 
on the consumers entire credit portfolio then it ensure the industry turns to one that is mutually 
beneficial to all. If 31% of accounts in arrears is reduced to 15% by being more circumspect in 
advancing credit one can improve the profitability for good credit providers and certainly lower the 
cost for good borrowers. 
 
I attach a confidential list of examples of over indebted consumers including their debt to income 
ratio’s to highlight the recklessness of credit providers that go about their behaviour without fear of 
penalty. 
 
Clark Gardner 
CEO 


